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In 1949, a young Dartmouth student named William Stark left his study-abroad program in
Zurich for a berth as an Ordinary Seaman on a Finnish windjammer that would carry 60,000
sacks of barley 12,000 miles in 128 days from Australia to Europe, around Cape Horn. This is
Stark's engrossing memoir of the end of a long tradition of young men going to sea in the Great
Age of Sail, and the final rounding by a commercial sailing ship of fearsome Cape Horn -- the
veritable Mount Everest of sailing. Stark vividly chronicles the Pamir's journey through the
world's stormiest seas as he worked brutal four-hour watches on decks awash with the huge
swells of the Southern Ocean, and scrambled up ice-coated rigging to manhandle sails on
masts that were up to twenty stories high. Stark experienced the shipboard life of the
seventeenth century in 1949 on a vessel longer than a football field. Contrasting the romance
and realities of life on the sea, and poignantly evoking the passionate love affair he left behind,
Stark wrote a thrilling narrative that brings closure to the era of Cape Horn merchant sailors that
began more than three centuries before. Pages of memorable photographs are included.
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Horn, Young Men, and the Spirit of AdventureBY PETER STARKTHE FIRST KNOWN SAILING
SHIP to round Cape Horn—that fearsome, storm-tossed tip of South America—was a Dutch
merchant vessel in search of a new route to the Spice Islands in 1616. The last commercial
sailing vessel rounded the Horn in 1949—333 years, or exactly a third of a millenium after the
first—an act that brought down the final curtain on the Great Age of Sail. While the first Cape
Horn ship was a small wooden vessel looking to fill its hold with a few tons of precious cloves,
the last was an enormous steel four-masted Finnish barque that hauled 60,000 sacks of barley
from Australia to England. Onboard was a lone twenty-two-year-old American sailor—my father
—a member of the last crew in a centuries-long tradition of Cape Horn merchant sailors.As
someone who has experienced his own share of adventures in the wilds, and written about
them, I stand in awe of what my father and the thousands of Cape Horn sailors in the previous
centuries achieved, and what they endured. Hundreds did not survive the passage. Cape Horn
represented for the windjammer sailor what Mount Everest represents for today’s climber—or
perhaps better, the equivalent of Pakistan’s K2, the world’s second-highest yet far more difficult
mountain that is known for its brutal technical climbing and killer storms.The scale of the Cape
Horn undertaking was almost beyond comprehension in today’s world of quick arrivals and
immediate gratification. The ships themselves were the largest sailing vessels the world has ever
known—longer than a football field. The Cape Horn sailor made a deep commitment to the ship,
signing on for a voyage of unknown length that might last a year, or several, and girdle the entire
globe. In the wild and remote Great Southern Ocean, he might not see land or another soul
except his own crewmates for four months on end. The ships themselves had no electricity, no
heating, no radio—no chance of rescue should some mishap befall her.The climax of the voyage
was the approach to and the rounding of the Horn itself. Enormous, frigid seas crashed over the



decks and the sailors had to jump and cling for lifelines to prevent being swept overboard as
they worked the winches. Aloft, desperately trying to bring in sail against the Antarctic gales
screaming through the rigging, they clung to ice-glazed yardarms 150 feet above the deck while
the ship heeled over in the black night.To me, it seems an adventure beyond adventure, almost
into the realm of incredulity. Not only do I stand in awe of the sailors, but especially of the Cape
Horn captains—masters, as they were known—who maintained utter cool and confidence as
they issued orders in these storms and threaded their giant ships between safety and death. I
can’t think of any other undertaking in today’s world that compares to these rigors endured for
months on end—even the roundings of Cape Horn by a few modern, smaller sailing vessels,
which have been accomplished with the protective net of rescue radios and other modern safety
equipment, and which haven’t demanded that the sailor spend much of the tumultuous rounding
hanging ten or fifteen stories above the deck.My father set forth in the long tradition of young
men going to sea in sailing ships seeking adventure. For centuries, shipping out as a young
cabin boy or deck hand had served as a rite of passage for a boy who wanted to see the world,
who wanted to cast off the constraints of home and of land, who wished to leave behind the
world of childhood or adolescence and be accepted in an adult world, no matter how rough or
dangerous.That there is a deep human need for adventure, and rites of passage of this sort, is
obvious when one considers the myriad outdoor adventure programs designed with just this
purpose, and the hundreds of “expeditions” combing the mountains, rivers, and seas of the
globe contriving to establish new “firsts”—first to row a boat to Antarctica, first to sailboard
across the Atlantic, first to ride a bicycle from Europe to Mount Everest and then climb it, first to
climb it by this route or that, first to climb it without oxygen, without Sherpas, without legs.The
human spirit, especially the human spirit of the young, yearns for ways to push itself to the limits,
to test itself. The Pamir tested my father’s limits every day. The things he learned about himself—
not always things that he was pleased to know—form part of the fabric of the story that he tells in
this book. I’m very pleased that he wrote so vividly and candidly of a voyage that will never be
repeated, pleased that in his mid-seventies he decided to put it all down on paper. “This is my
swan song,” he told me as he began. And it is. Like the Pamir and the other great Cape Horn
windjammers, my father is gone now, too. He died a few weeks short of his seventy-sixth
birthday, just after completing this manuscript.PRELUDEA Night at SeaIN MOST WAYS, IT WAS
just a routine blow in the Great Southern Ocean. That night, we were still several hundred miles
off Cape Horn. I was down on the foredeck cranking a winch alongside some of my watchmates
and over the last hour, we’d noticed the wind rise to a near-gale and the temperature drop. It now
whistled wildly overhead through the rigging of the tall masts that protruded into the night. The
ship charged forward and heeled over at the same time, forcing us to grab whatever was handy
to avoid slipping overboard, and the big black seas with ghostly white crests now broke over the
rails and swirled around our legs. It came as no surprise when, from up on the darkened midship
deck, we heard the shrilling of the first mate’s whistle.Tweee!. . . tweee!. . . tweee!It signaled a
three-whistle watch—all hands on deck. This was nothing new for the crew, either. We were on



one of the world’s very last commercial windjammers—a 316-foot-long, four-masted barque
named the Pamir sailing under the Finnish flag—that was carrying a cargo of grain from
Australia to England in what was known as the Grain Race. On the 6,000-mile run from Australia
across the fierce Southern Ocean toward Cape Horn we’d already been summoned for more
three-whistle watches than I cared to remember.“It looks like Old Man’s playing it safe tonight,”
shouted one of my watchmates over the shrieking wind.Among the crew, it was a matter of
endless debate how much canvas to keep flying from the ship’s nearly 200-foot-high masts at
any given moment. More sail meant a faster passage and the chance to beat our rival
windjammer, Passat, but, in the gale winds that we’d encountered nearly constantly on this run
through the Great Southern Ocean, more sail also meant a much greater chance of broaching—
being blown sideways—and then capsizing.Obeying the whistle’s call, we climbed the gangway
to the midship deck . Down in the forecastle cabin, the members of the off-duty watch, also
heeding the three whistles, were rolling out of their sodden bunks after an hour or two of
precious, and now interrupted, sleep, some of them probably having slept in their wet oilskins
from the last watch.We arrived on the dark, slanting midship deck in clumps of two and three
and sought out other shadowy oil-skin clad figures there. I could just make out the square-jawed
Scandinavian face of First Mate Liewendahl illuminated by the dim orange kerosene glow that
shone from the binnacle—the housing of the big compass before the wheel. He was the
captain’s mouthpiece. Nearby stood the Old Man himself—Captain Verner Bjorkfelt, a stocky,
taciturn, and extremely experienced Finnish sea master. He watched wordlessly, occasionally
glancing up toward the huge sails, as the first mate delivered orders to each clump of men
arriving on deck, dispatching them to various points aloft to take in canvas.“McCoy, McMeikan,
Stark!” he called out. “Take in the fore royal!”The order sent a little shiver through me that didn’t
have anything to do with the frigid winter wind blowing out of Antarctica, only a few hundred
miles to our south. The fore royal was the very uppermost sail on the foreward mast—some
seventeen stories above the deck. As the only American in the crew, I’d worked the fore royal
many times on the voyage already, and although by now I’d become used to being aloft, I never
really liked it.Soon the three of us were high above the deck in the darkness and screaming wind
wrestling with the heavy, stiff, flapping canvas and gathering it in folds, then fastening it to the
yardarm with short ropes. The job finally completed, our fingers cracked and bleeding from
weeks of rough, barehanded work in the cold, we started down the rigging. As Keith McCoy and
Bill McMeikan slowly disappeared below me into the night, I saw a line that still needed securing.
I stayed and fastened it as it should be. Then I started down after the other two.A light rain was
blowing on the gale. With the plummeting temperature, it had formed an ice glazing on the ship’s
rigging since we’d been aloft. As I began to descend the long series of rope ladders known as
shrouds that led down to the deck, I could feel the ice under my hands on the rope crosspieces
known as ratlines.I’d never experienced this before. I gripped the ice-coated ratlines as tightly as
I could. I’d only descended about twenty feet or so, and was still 150 feet off the deck when a
terrific sea smashed into the ship from her side. The mast gave a convulsive lurch. It wrenched



my feet from the ratlines. I clung to the icy ropes, my feet vainly searching for the ratlines in the
black night. Suspended there, kicking into the thin air, I felt my hands slipping. I knew it was only
a matter of seconds before I would lose my grip and plummet into the Southern Ocean.I am not
particularly religious, but this night I shouted my prayers into the wind.“Dear Lord, please help
me get my body back on the ship!”THE LAST TIME AROUNDCAPE HORNChapter IThe Rumor
of a ShipIT WAS THE LAST DAY of Christmas vacation in 1948 when I met the two young British
naval officers whose few casual words would change the course of my life. We were among a
group of young merrymakers of assorted nationalities sitting in after-ski clothes around a table in
a firelit, wood-paneled stube—a tavern—in Kitzbühel, Austria.“It was a big square-rigged sailing
ship, a windjammer—an enormous windjammer—moored right there in the Thames,” one
said.They were clean-cut and a few years older than my traveling companion, Frank Hotchkiss,
and me. Frank and I were studying at the University of Zurich as exchange students from
Dartmouth on junior-year abroad programs. We had come by train to Kitzbühel for Christmas
break. One of the English girls at the table had mentioned the two men were English naval
officers. The conversation immediately turned to ships and the sea. I was not quite twenty-two
years old, but I’d already spent my summers for most of the last five years working on ships. I
loved the sea and everything about it.“She had four masts and had to be three hundred feet long
if she was a foot,” said the other officer. “She was about to sail for Australia to pick up a load of
grain.”“When did you see it?” I asked.“Why, not long before we left London,” said the first. “Just a
few weeks ago.”I couldn’t believe my ears. During grade school in the 1930s I had avidly read
articles in National Geographic about the Grain Races among a fleet of huge square-rigged
ships. They loaded grain in Australia, sailed some of the world’s stormiest seas along Antarctica
and around Cape Horn, and delivered their cargoes to England, half a world away—all by sail
power. These were the last square-rigged sailing ships in the world that still carried commercial
cargo—the last, great flag-bearers from the Age of Sail. Even when I’d read about them as a
schoolboy, however, they were a dying fleet. I’d been under the impression that none of these
majestic ships had survived the depredations of the war.“Did she have a full crew?” I asked
eagerly.But that’s all the officers knew about the big square-rigged ship in the
Thames.Eventually we all bid each other goodnight and went up to our rooms in the Tennerhof
Hotel above the basement stube. Frank and I were sharing a large suite with two double beds, a
sitting room with fireplace, and a balcony that overlooked the famed Hahnenkamm ski run—
lodgings that were affordable to us because our American dollars stretched far in Austria’s
struggling postwar economy. The country had only opened to tourism a month earlier for the first
time since the German Anchluss ten years before. In the Austrian cities we’d passed through on
the train, workers busily hammered and plastered to repair the bombed-out buildings, although
in Kitzbühel, where horse-drawn sleighs jingled up and down the snow-packed streets, the war
had not left nearly so deep a mark.Despite the hard day of skiing and the luxurious lodgings, I
couldn’t sleep that night. I tossed in bed, unable to get the ship out of my mind. Surely the big
windjammers—if there were more than one—wouldn’t be in commission much longer. The world



was changing so quickly after the war and sailing ships were becoming relics of a distant past. I
was already in Europe. The ship was here. This might be my only chance.Maybe I could travel to
London, I thought as I lay under the Tennerhof’s big down comforter, the starlight out the window
reflecting on the Hahnenkamm’s brilliant snow. Maybe I could ship aboard that big four-masted
barque moored in the Thames. Rounding Cape Horn on a windjammer! As a boy, I’d dreamed
about it for years.I rose early the next morning and before we checked out and started the train
journey back to Zurich, I went to the Tennerhof’s only telephone and placed a call to Lloyd’s of
London. The great insurance syndicate was founded in the late 1600s in Edward Lloyd’s London
coffeehouse by underwriters in the shipping business and had for centuries kept close track of
the whereabouts and well-being of many of the world’s ships. Someone at Lloyd’s verified over
the phone what the naval officers had told me the evening before. Yes, the four-masted Finnish
barque, Passat, had been moored in the Thames but had already sailed for Port Victoria,
Australia. There she would meet her sister ship, Pamir, which was sailing from New Zealand.
Together they would pick up cargoes of grain and bring them back to the United Kingdom via the
Cape Horn route.As the Arlberg Express wended back through the mountains toward Zurich, I
didn’t say much to Frank. I was mulling over my course of action. Going back to the University of
Zurich and resuming classes for the winter term held little attraction for me. My academic
performance had been less than spectacular to begin with. Attendance at the lectures was not
compulsory—the professors merely signed your testatheft, or course listing, at the first and last
lecture of the term. That fall Fd discovered that, if I cared to, I could leave Zurich for days at a
time. Furthermore, the curriculum for Americans was largely limited to Humanities courses—I
had one course in opera and another in Italian art. I soon found out that to sit through five and a
half hours of Der Meistersinger or to listen to Professor Teolidi explain why the Venus De Milo
doesn’t have arms wasn’t nearly as enjoyable or challenging as sneaking over the Austrian
border without a military permit, as I’d done earlier that fall before the country had opened. I
should add that while a few of my fellow ex-GIs were taking the program as casually as I was,
the great majority of my fellow fifty-two students followed their course of studies very
seriously.But the University of Zurich held nothing for me, and that ship meant everything. A ship
exactly like that stood at the center of my obsession with the sea as I was growing up. On the
wall of my Sunday school that I had to attend when I was eight or nine were pictures of ships,
including a black-and-white photo of a big Cape Horn windjammer plowing majestically through
the swells under full sail. As the Sunday school teacher droned on, I spent hours fantasizing
about what it would be like to be aboard that very ship. Then I’d walk down to the Milwaukee
Yacht Club harbor on Lake Michigan about a mile from our house and sit and stare at the next
best thing to that Cape Horn windjammer that lay within my childhood grasp—a 103-foot
schooner named the Pinta that had been used as a rumrunner during Prohibition.Somehow I
had to get aboard that windjammer. But she was already underway to Australia; she wouldn’t
come into a port again until she arrived. As we rode the Arlberg Express toward Zurich, I began
to toy with the idea of going to Australia to meet the ships.As soon as our train arrived, I



telephoned Lloyd’s again, trying to pry more information from them. Lloyd’s suggested I call
directly to the ship’s London agents, Clarkson Ltd. After several attempts, I finally got hold of
their spokesman.“Both ships have full crews,” he said rather testily. “In my opinion it would be
both a waste of your time and your money to go to Australia with the hope of signing on.”Despite
these discouraging words, I couldn’t let the ships go from my mind. This surely was my only
chance—slim as it might be—to sail aboard a Cape Horn windjammer. The next day very
reluctantly I made one more telephone call to Clarkson’s. I had to find out approximately when
the two ships would be arriving in Australia and how long it would take them to load and set sail
for the return voyage. I was still thinking of somehow finding my way Down Under although I had
no idea where I’d get the means to make this 10,000-mile journey halfway around the world for a
job that may or may not be waiting for me.Again I talked with John Smythe, the company
spokesman. Early in the telephone conversation I told him of my recent seagoing experiences.
What I thought would be another rebuff became a friendly if not sympathetic reaction. John
Smythe’s explanation and encouragement probably did more than any single thing to fuel my
pursuit of the windjammers, and if not for him I might have given up the idea. Over the next
several days our telephone conversations became more frequent and lengthy. A native of
Liverpool, Smythe came from a seagoing family. During the 1920s and 1930s he had served on
windjammers, first as a seaman and then as an officer, rounding Cape Horn seven times. During
World War II he had served in the British Navy and then had retired to a desk job at Clarkson’s.
He had tremendous seagoing experience, but, most important for my sake, he knew the
compelling attraction a Cape Horn windjammer could hold on a young man’s imagination.“As
you probably know,” he said, “neither ship has a radio, and neither ship is scheduled to stop on
the way out. Our only way of knowing their whereabouts would be if another ship sights them
and radios us their position, which is highly unlikely.”He added that the Passat had already been
at sea for over a month. The average voyage from England around Africa’s Cape of Good Hope
on the prevailing westerly winds to Australia took three months. That would bring her into Port
Victoria, South Australia, where she was to pick up her cargo of grain, sometime in March. It was
now early January.“As far as loading time is concerned,” he continued, “I would say two to six
weeks. But that is strictly a guess.”It wasn’t until one of our last telephone conversations that
Smythe volunteered the words that made all the difference. “I don’t know how long it will take you
to get to Port Victoria,” he said, “but if you get there before the ships sail, I can almost guarantee
that one of the two will have an opening.”That’s all I needed to hear. Somehow, I would get to
Australia.Early in my life I realized that I seldom become lonely I discovered that traveling with
another person often makes the journey cumbersome and confining. I told no one in Zurich or
back at home of my plans. I didn’t want any company.But company seemed to find me. The
problem started with my status under the GI Bill, which I qualified for after my service in the
Naval Air Corps. I had two more years to go on the bill that was designed to pay for higher
education for World War II veterans. Two days after that last encouraging phone conversation
with John Smythe, I traveled by train to Geneva to the only Swiss office for U.S. Veteran’s Affairs.



Its staff officer, a fellow not much older than I named Frederick Trimble, emphasized that the only
way the benefits of the GI Bill could be used in the future was to leave the Zurich Program in
good standing—in other words, I couldn’t simply quit or flunk out, not without a penalty.“Have
you informed the head of the program of your plans to leave?” he asked.“No,” I replied, “but I
intend to do just that as soon as I return to Zurich.”Soon I was in the office of Dr. Erhard Mueller,
a native of Baltimore who ran the Junior Year in Zurich and Basel programs and who, in some
way that was never clear to me, had a piece of the action. In the last four months my only
exposure to this big, balding, middle-age man was when he occasionally addressed our group.
In my diary at the time I used the words “sycophant” and “bombastic” to describe him.Our
meeting was brief. He made it clear that there was no way I would leave the program with my GI
Bill intact. He added that if I did leave, he personally would see that neither my family nor
Dartmouth would forget my action.Within hours the student body knew exactly what had
happened. Several of the more restless ex-GIs asked if I would contact Trimble in Geneva and
get him to come to Zurich and talk with them about the possibility that they could leave the
program. I refused. I told them I was already in too much hot water.The GIs did not leave me
alone, maintaining I was the only student in our group who knew him. The next morning I
telephoned Geneva. Two days later Trimble was in Zurich.It was obvious that he and Dr. Mueller
had been talking. An open meeting in the school’s small auditorium was scheduled for the next
afternoon. As we entered the hall, a leaflet was being handed out. It was written by Dr. Mueller
about me. My name was never mentioned, but I was referred to as the “perpetrator of the
scheme", as the student who tested 42 out of 52 students in German proficiency in November
and 51 out of 52 in January, and also the student who along with his original application to the
program completely on his own volition submitted a postscript, “If accepted, I want to assure you
that this is no European lark on my part but a serious attempt to become a student in one of the
world’s finest universities.”It was true, I had written that on my application. I’d also believed it at
the time. But now I simply wanted out of the program to do something far more important to
me.The auditorium was full. The entire faculties of both the Zurich and the Basel programs were
present, and many of the students. Dr. Mueller took the podium. Without naming me, he railed on
about the student who was behind this all. I finally realized what he meant by “perpetrator of this
scheme.”“Not only does he want to leave the program himself,” Dr. Mueller blustered from the
podium, “but he has threatened to take a half dozen fellow students with him.”I raised my hand.
Dr. Mueller recognized me. I replied that in no way did I want to take anyone with me. In fact I had
actually begged off from inviting Mr. Trimble to Zurich.Someone behind me then got the floor. An
American, he gave his name and added he was in the program as a postgraduate student.“I was
motivated to come to this meeting strictly out of morbid curiosity,” he said to Dr. Mueller,
somewhat apologetically.My statement, and the graduate student’s, seemed to defuse the
tension. It became clear that I was not leading a widespread defection from the program. Dr.
Mueller asked the audience for further comments and quickly adjourned the meeting. As we filed
out of the auditorium, I realized I could not and would not remain in Zurich. I no longer cared



what happened to my GI Bill benefits. No more classes in Zurich for me. I was going to find that
ship.As far as Dr. Mueller was concerned, this choice sealed my reputation as a troublemaker
and rebel. Apparently he sent word to that effect back across the Atlantic to the administration of
Dartmouth College. By the time his missive arrived in Hanover, however, I was far out of reach.I
spent the next two weeks selling my books, some of my clothes, getting shots, and filling out
health forms for the trip to Australia. I wrote my sister Marguerite, then a student at Connecticut
College, and gave her a sketchy account of my plans, asking to borrow money from her but to
not tell our parents. I didn’t know quite how they’d react to my choice to drop out of college and
chase a windjammer halfway across the world. At this point, I was so busy trying to make
arrangements, I didn’t want to find out.Marguerite kindly wired a sum, but money was the one
obstacle I still could not resolve—money to buy an airplane ticket to Sydney. I could just manage
a ticket by freighter, but the almost two-month voyage via the Suez Canal made this option out of
the question.John Smythe knew my problem. One day I received an envelope from him
containing an ad from a London paper: “Fly Rome to Sydney at one-third the regular fare.” It was
a new, small, charter airline. It didn’t occur to me at the time that to offer an airfare so much
cheaper than all the rest must entail some kind of hitch.I quickly booked a ticket on the train from
Zurich to Rome. The night before I left for Rome, a half dozen of the GIs from the program gave
me a farewell party in one of our favorite taverns in the Old Town. Walter, a friendly German who
had fought on the Axis side during the war and was my fellow border at a family rooming house
in Zurich, also accompanied us that last night.My last memory of my time in Zurich was our late
night trolley ride back from the Old Town. A few of the GIs spent most of the ride hanging on the
outside of the street car—a favorite pastime of the more foolhardy local teenagers. Inside the
warm trolley, the rest of our little group harmonized the German World War II ballad “Lili Marlene”
under Walter’s enthusiastic direction.It seemed an appropriate end to my student days in
Zurich.Chapter IIYvetteAt the waiting room of the Rome airport, the customs officials called the
name of each passenger. There were about thirty of them, including me. With one exception,
they were all men. One at a time they stepped up to the counter with their bags and the officials
inspected each piece of baggage. They were dressed in everything from their Sunday best to
cast-off GI Army jackets. They all had brown, weathered features, callused hands, broken
fingernails. These, it turned out, were a planeload of Italian farmers heading to Australia to start
a new life as immigrants. I began to have an inkling of why the ticket price was about one-third
the normal fare.Having already cleared customs, I was leaning against one of the counters
watching the Italian farmers file through one by one when I heard one of the customs men call in
French, “Madam Elsing.” She was not Italian, and she decidedly did not look like a farmer.
Rather, a stunning auburn-haired woman in her mid-twenties wearing a tan trench coat stepped
to the counter. Years later when I saw Cyd Charisse on the screen for the first time, I was sure
she was Yvette Elsing.In a few minutes customs was through with her luggage, and she sat
down near me. Thus began one of the most memorable and emotionally wrenching ten days of
my life. In those first moments after we met, however, I had so many other things on my mind



about getting aboard first the flight and then one of the sailing ships in Australia that I didn’t pay
much more than polite and cursory attention to her.“Are you going on this plane, too?” I asked,
wondering if it was just going to be me and the Italian farmers.“Yes,” she answered with a
decided French accent. “I go to Batavia.”Batavia was then the name for Jakarta, on the island of
Java, which for many years had been the capital of the colonial empire known as the Dutch East
Indies. In the recent aftermath of World War II, the Indonesians had taken up arms against the
Dutch to win independence from their colonial overlords.“Batavia?” I said, now teasing her a bit.
“Are you sure you want to go there? You’re flying right into the war.”“I had better take along a
gun,” she said, a mischievous sparkle in her dark brown eyes.“How did you ever choose an
airline like this?” I asked.“I make a reservation with KLM,” she replied, “but India does not allow
any Dutch planes to fly over their country because they are on the side of the Indonesians. So
this is the only way to go to Batavia by air.”We continued talking as we waited. While her English
was somewhat limited, what vocabulary she possessed she used charmingly, and always with a
sense of fun. I learned she had lived the last ten years in Rabat, capital of Morocco, where her
father was a high official in the French Embassy. She said she liked Americans because they
were lighthearted and friendly She told me she’d had an American boyfriend in Rabat named
Jerry.“In front of my mother I say his name wrong on purpose so it sounds like ‘cherie’—’darling’
in French,” she laughed. “When I say his name like this, it makes my mother crazy.”But now Jerry
the American was gone. Only a few months earlier, with her parents’ approval, she’d married a
forty-five-year-old Dutchman named Hans George, who owned and managed several radio
stations in Batavia. She was flying there to join her husband. Thus they would begin their married
life together.We were now approached by a well-dressed Italian man. In perfect English, and
with graceful manners, he invited us to board the airplane. We followed him out of the airport
onto the tarmac. About fifty yards from the door sat our plane. I am sure neither Yvette nor I
revealed it to the impeccably polite Italian man but the plane’s appearance startled us both.
While we did not expect a Skymaster or Constellation, which were used for international flights
at that time, we found ourselves walking toward a small, two-engine, very peculiar-looking Italian
airplane with an Egyptian registry and Egyptian writing all over the wings and the fuselage. It
seemed to us incapable either of accommodating thirty passengers or of flying almost halfway
around the world. Now I definitely knew why the ticket price was one-third the normal fare. Even
the name of the aircraft reflected its mongrel appearance. It was, I later learned, a modified plane
known as a DC 2 ½.We followed the agent up the short ladder to the plane’s rear and only
entrance. If the plane’s exterior startled us, the interior shocked us. On one side of a very narrow
aisle was a row often single seats, on the other a row of double seats. But most disconcerting
was that, when on the ground, the plane’s tripod landing gear caused the aisle to be tilted at a
precipitous upward angle. Hunching over and straining, we followed the agent up the aisle as if
we were hiking up a short, very steep hill.“Here are the bulkhead seats for you,” he said. “You will
have more room for your legs.”A few feet in front of us stood a four-foot-high bulkhead wall that
separated the main cabin from a much smaller forward cabin. This area contained two seats a



bit larger than ours for the crew, a lavatory, and, at the upper end, the door to the cockpit.We
took our seats at the bulkhead—Yvette at the window and I on the aisle.“I hope the two of you
have a very pleasant journey,” the agent said cheerfully.As he left, Yvette turned to me with a
faint almost winsome smile—a smile I learned to love.“I hope so, too,” she said.We now could
hear the agent greeting the plane’s crew at the rear door. The four crew members smiled
pleasantly as they passed us. These were the pilot, who seemed very reserved, the co-pilot,
thirty-five-year-old Emille, whom we would come to know and like, and the young and attractive
stewardess, Helene, who, we would learn, was perfectly pleasant but nearly helpless when
under pressure. Her uncle, it turned out, was one of the three owners of the airline, as was the
fourth person in the crew—a tall, patrician-looking Italian man.The three owners, all good friends
who had served as Italian Air Force officers during World War II, had founded the airline—Italian
International Charter Ltd.—only four years before to serve routes in Europe and Africa. They had
recently won a contract from the Australian government to fly Italian farmers to Australia, which
was encouraging development and settlement of its lands. Ours was the airline’s first Down-
Under flight and the owner accompanying us was along to observe firsthand what expansion of
regular service to Australia and New Zealand might entail. He and the stewardess shared the
double seat directly ahead of us beyond the bulkhead, graciously allowing Yvette and me to use
the crew’s forward lavatory. At the rear of the plane was a galley and another lavatory for the
passengers.After a commotion behind us as the Italian farmers got settled—the plane shaking
with their extra weight coming aboard—the pilot and Emille revved the engines and we were
lurching down the runway at full throttle. Yvette grabbed my hand. The heavily loaded plane
lumbered into the air for the first leg of our long journey. Once we were safely aloft, she let go of
my hand.“Yvette,” I said, turning to her. “Do you realize you have just set a precedent?”I could tell
she did not understand me, but I said no more. I was pleased she had done it.The noise from the
twin propeller engines was so loud that the only person who was able to understand you was
your seat mate. I soon found it pleasant to be wrapped in this cocoon of privacy with Yvette. As
that first day’s flight took us from Rome, over the Mediterranean toward Cyprus, Yvette and I
talked and read, looked out the window and napped. About noon the stewardess and Emille
passed out box lunches to all aboard. The Italian farmers, few of whom had flown before, did not
expect the meal and had brought their own food.Several of them were sitting on two duffel bags
placed in the galley and every so often two other farmers switched places with two on the
duffels. Evidently the airline had over-booked and was short of seats, which triggered a minor
drama late that afternoon in which I was a principal actor.“Mr. Stark,” the stewardess said,
coming to me without warning. “It is your turn to sit on the duffel bags.”“The hell it is,” I replied.
“That didn’t come with my ticket.”I didn’t know how much—if anything—the Italian farmers paid
for their tickets but I was sure I’d paid more. Besides, I didn’t want to leave Yvette’s
side.Flustered by my refusal, the stewardess called for Emille. He started to plead with me. I felt
sorry for this very nice guy because close by was the dapper owner of the airline.“Emille,” I said,
interrupting his pleading. “I’ll take my turn on the duffels on one condition.” I nodded at the owner.



“That he sits on the duffel with me.”That ended the duffel bag talk.Yvette thought I was a hero. So
did I.Right from the beginning of the flight I did not want to leave her side. Already, I was fearful
that in some way I might lose Yvette. As we flew along that first day, I told myself that I shouldn’t
get too involved with her, that I was headed toward the windjammers, and not into a romance.If
someone had asked me at the time, why the windjammer was so important to me, I don’t know if
I could have given a very good answer. It was something I had wanted to sail on since childhood,
certainly, and I long had hungered to stand on the windswept, spray-washed foredeck of one of
those big ships as it surged through the swells. But there was more to it than simply a youthful
obsession with sailing ships.When I was a young boy, I had been timid in certain physically
demanding situations, and my father—a powerful and physically fearless man—pushed me to
be bolder. For instance, at age five or six I was frightened by the firecrackers the older boys were
lighting off on Fourth of July. My father, chagrined at my reluctance to engage in the
celebrations, ushered me into the garage at my grandparents’ summer lake home and instructed
me how to shoot off firecrackers until I was no longer afraid of them. As I grew older, I became
more comfortable—and then came to love—vigorous outdoor activities that he introduced to me
like wilderness canoeing, cliff-jumping into rivers, ice-boating, playing hard-tackle football. It was
these daring physical feats—as well as hard work and good grades in school, of course—that
earned my father’s high approval.* * *Since the time I’d first contacted them, the airline had been
very vague about how long the trip to Sydney might take. When I first asked, they’d said three or
four days. When I’d checked in at the airport they’d upped the count to about five days. Now,
once we were airborne and there was no turning back, it became obvious it would be more than
five days—way more. Emille informed us, much to our surprise, that the plane was not allowed to
fly at night. He assured us, however, that overnight accommodations had been made along the
entire route and the first stop would be Nicosia, capital of the island of Cyprus.When the plane
landed late that afternoon, we were bused to a modest hotel just outside the airport. Yvette and I
were each given rooms and the farmers were ushered away somewhere else. The crew also
disappeared. That evening Yvette and I dined together, on the airline’s tab, at the hotel dining
room where we sampled the local fresh fish and good local wines. It surprised me that we never
seemed to run out of conversation after all the time together on the plane, although we were
perfectly comfortable with silences, too.
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pedal roy, “Brillant tale of voyaging under sail. William Stark, a young American with a passion
for adventure, pens a story full of surprises from beginning to end.Against the odds, he gives up
study in Switzerland to fly on a dubious air service to Sydney and continues on to South
Australia to seek a berth on Pamir, a windjammer recently released as a prize of war by New
Zealand. Pamir is loading barley for London. The last of the so-called grain races is about to set
off under the command of Finish Captain Verner Bjorkfelt.He arrives to discover all berths have
been filled but a pub brawl with police provides the opportunity for Stark to join the last journey
around storm-tossed Cape Horn by a sailing ship. He was known as `The Yank' amongst his
crew mates of New Zealanders, Australians, Finish and British. The voyage is a rough one and
Stark's recording of it is skillful. Its hard to put the book down. As a story of the sea it would be
hard to beat.”

doc spindrift, “Great grain race adventure. the author in 1949 sailed in the last grain race, from
Australia to England . The Pamir was one of the last square riggers from the age of sail. This
book describes his adventures and is very interesting and fun read.”

Forest M. Spradlin, “great book,sad ending. this is a great book! the detail of the day to day
aboard a square rigger bound for cape horn is great reading,but the adventures of the young
man detrmined to be on the ship when it leaves port makes this a real fun book and hard to put
down.The memoriam makes it a very meloncholy ending to a great story about a adventrous life
lived and a grand old ship.highly recommended”

Tony E. Wilson, “I didn't know the history of steel hull commercial sailing vessels!. It was a very
interesting account of a fantastic journey. I also had not heard of the DC 21/2 since the Burma
trips amd how it came about.”

R. L. Lindberg, “Hope you find this. This is a most wonderful Book. My Friend picked up a Jack
Reacher Book at the Doctor's office - and we have been reading like crazy. However, as fun as
it's been - I like true stories even better. So lately I've become an Armchair Sailor. Of all the
book I've read - this has been the best one. I was afraid to suggest it - but my Friend is just
loving it.  There's nothing like finding a great book.”

Timothy S. Omalley, “Perfect. Perfect”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great Read. I have been interested in Cape Horn sailing stories since I
read "Two Years Before the Mast". This book adds to the saga of Cape Horn sailing. Well worth
the price. Incidentally "Two Years Before the Mast" is a free kindle book.”



Jewel, “Excellent. I love Arctic & Antarctic exploration books. This book was as interesting &
exciting as most of them.  Even the many many technical details were interesting.”

F Scott, “Well written. This is a most welcome companion to Holger Thesleff's 'Farewell
Windjammer' (London, 1951) (translated from Swedish) which covers the story of the PASSAT
on that same Grain race voyage. When you read both books you can see that PAMIR was much
better manned than PASSAT for their last voyage under the Erikson house flag. Stark's PAMIR
was a happy and efficient ship, and the potential for trouble between the largely Kiwi & Aussie
crew, which was unionised, and the Finnish master and chief mate, was avoided by good sense
on both sides. Stark is quite open about his lack of experience compared to the others, and how
hard he found the isolation and strains of the voyage. He makes it clear that he was purely an
adventurer, and one who never again did any form of seafaring, not even for pleasure.The only
slip caused by memory fading in old age is when he refers to using his hands to hold on to the
ratlines as he went aloft, which is never done. As anyone who has gone aloft knows, you hold
on to the wire shrouds, the ratlines are for your feet, and using your hands on the ratlines is not
only risky (they do break occasionally) but very awkward indeed. It is also interesting that he
admits that he never really enjoyed being aloft, and that is something that a young man would be
unikely to admit to.The decision to lead with the story of how he flew out to Australia, via all sorts
of interesting places, to join the vessel , was well made, because it was an adventure in its own
right.I would not put this in the same class as Newby's 'Last Grain Race', or Sheridan's
'Heavenly Hell', but it is well written, and worth reading.”

Oranmhor, “Excellent personal account. This proved to be a good read. The first part of the book
concern the author's attempts to ship aboard a square rigger and his adventurous travel to
Australia to find a berth. This really set a feel for 'the times' just after the war when the world was
coming together again - some of his acquaintances were German or Italian so recently on the
Axis side. He concentrates as much upon his fellow crew members and the captain as he does
on the ship which adds to the book's enjoyment. His first time 'aloft' - sent by the mate to free the
windsock on the main mast will make your hair stand on end. He also admits to being most
uncomfortable for a great deal of the time and dreading when lying in his sodden bunk the '3
whistles' which would summon 'all hands on deck'. Any idea that sailing the Horn would be a
good 'wheeze' is soon dismissed! I have read several books on this topic and this one is
amongst the best.”

Stachel, “Windjammer Pamir Cape Horn Voyage. I like it because I have a personal interest in
this particular ship. As a teenager I heard and read about its tragic loss. In my advanced age I
started collecting references and accounts of its various voyages.”

al baby, “BEST OF IT'S TYPE. Being an ex merchant seaman and fascinated by voyages round



Cape Horn I've read dozens of books on the subject. This is1 easily the best of the lot. Written
ina chatty but intelligent and very human way i found myself saying out loud "yes this chap really
knows what he's talking about". All the other interesting people he meets along the way are
vividly portrayed. Be prepared for a shock at the conclusion but DO READ IT IT'S GREAT”

The book by William F. Stark has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 39 people have provided feedback.
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